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German aircraft carriers world war ii

Nation: United StatesType: Aircraft CarrierShipyard: Fore ShipyardLaid Down: April 1, 1936Launched: April 4, 1939Commissioned: April 25, 1940Fat: Sunk September 15, 1942 Displacement: 19423 tonsLength: 741 ft., 3 in. Width: 109 ft. Draft: 20 ft. Propulsion: 2 × Parsons steam turbines, 6 × boilers at 565 psi, 2 × shaftSSSsSeed: 29.5
knotsRange: 14,000 nautical miles at 15 knotsSupplement: 2,167 men Guns 8 × 5 in./.38 cal guns16 × 1.1 in./.75 cal anti-aircraft guns 24 × .50 in. Machine Gun Aircraft In the wake of the Washington Naval Treaty in 1922, the world's leading naval powers were limited in size and the total tonnage of warships they were allowed to build
and deploy. Under the treaty's original terms, the United States was awarded 135,000 for aircraft carriers. With the construction of the USS Yorktown (CV-5) and USS Enterprise (CV-6), the US Navy found itself with 15,000 tons left in the quota. Instead of allowing this to go unused, they ordered a new airline built that had about three-
quarters the displacement of the Enterprise. Although it was still a significant ship, attempts were made to save weight to meet treaty restrictions. As a result, the new ship, called the USS Wasp (CV-7), lacked much of its larger sibling's armor and torpedo protection. Wasp also incorporated less powerful machines that reduced the carrier's
displacement, but at a cost of around three knots of speed. April 1, 1936, Wasp was launched three years later on April 4, 1939. The first U.S. aircraft carrier carrying a deck-edge lift, Wasp, was ordered on 25 May 1945. Departing Boston in June conducted Wasp testing and carrier qualifications through the summer before finishing their
last sea trials in September. Wasp was awarded Carrier Division 3 in October 1940, and deployed US Army Air Corps, P-40 fighter jets for flight testing. This work showed that land-based fighter jets could fly from a carrier. Throughout the rest of the year and into 1941, Wasp operated largely in the Caribbean where it participated in a
number of training exercises. Back to Norfolk, VA in March, the carrier helped a sinking lumber schooner on its way. While in Norfolk, Wasp was equipped with the new CXAM-1 radar. After a brief return to the Caribbean and service outside Rhode Island, the carrier received orders to sail for Bermuda. With World War II infuriating, Wasp
operated from Grassy Bay and conducted neutrality patrols in the western Atlantic. Back to Norfolk in July, Wasp provided US Army Air Force fighter jets for delivery to Iceland. In August 2016, the airline remained in the Atlantic Ocean and conducted flight operations until they arrived in Trinidad in early September. Although the United
States remained technically neutral, the U.S. Navy was asked to destroy German and Italian warships that threatened allied convoys. Help in convoy escort duties through Wasp was in Grassy Bay when news came about the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on May 7, 2014. With the formal entry into the conflict, Wasp conducted a patrol
into the Caribbean before returning to Norfolk for a redevelopment. On January 12, 1942, the carrier accidentally collided with the USS Stack, forcing it to return to Norfolk. Sailing a week later, Wasp joined Task Force 39 on its way to the UK. When the ship arrived in Glasgow, he was tasked with transporting Supermarine Spitfire fighters
to the besieged island of Malta as part of the Operation Calendar. Wasp delivered the plane at the end of April, carrying a new cargo of spitfires to the island in May during Operation Bowery. For this second mission, it was accompanied by the carrier HMS Eagle. With the loss of the USS Lexington at the Battle of the Coral Sea in early
May, the US Navy decided to transfer Wasp to the Pacific Ocean to help fight the Japanese. After a brief reconstruction in Norfolk, Wasp sailed towards the Panama Canal on 31 May 1945. During a break in San Diego, the airline deployed an air group of F4F Wildcat fighters, SBD Dauntless dive bombers and TBF Avenger torpedo
bombers. In the wake of the victory at the Battle of Midway in early June, Allied forces chose to go on the offensive in early August by striking guadalcanal in the Solomon Islands. To help this operation, Wasp sailed with the Enterprise and USS Saratoga (CV-3) to provide air support to the invasion forces. On August 7, aircraft from Wasp
hit targets around Solomons including Tulagi, Gavutu, and Tanambogo. By attacking the naval air base in Tanambogo, aviators from Wasp destroyed 22 Japanese aircraft. Fighters and bombers from Wasp continued to engage the enemy until late August 8, when Vice Admiral Frank J. Fletcher ordered the aircraft carriers to withdraw. A
controversial decision, it effectively stripped the invasion troops of their air cover. Later that month, Fletcher ordered Wasp south to refuel that caused the aircraft carrier to miss the Battle of East Solomon. During the fighting, Enterprise was injured when he left Wasp and the USS Hornet (CV-8) as the US Navy's only operational aircraft
carrier in the Pacific. In mid-September, Wasp found sailing with the Hornet and the battleship USS North Carolina (BB-55) to provide an escort for transporters carrying the 7th Marine Regiment to Guadalcanal. 2:44 p.m. on April 15, 2015. Fired by the Japanese submarine I-19, three hit Wasp despite the carrier turning hard to starboard.
Without adequate torpedo protection, the carrier took serious damage as everyone hit fuel tanks and ammunition supplies. Of the other three torpedoes, one hit the destroyer USS O'Brien while another hit North Carolina. On board wasp, the crew desperately tried to control the scattered fires, but damage to the ship's water lines
prevented them from Further explosions occurred twenty-four minutes after the attack making the situation worse. Sherman saw no alternative, and ordered Wasp abandoned at 3:20 p.m. The survivors were taken by nearby destroyers and cruisers. During the attack and attempts to fight the fires, 193 men were killed. A burning hulk,
Wasp was terminated by torpedoes from the destroyer USS Lansdowne and sunk at the bow at 9:00 PM. DANFS: USS Wasp (CV-7)Military Factory: USS Wasp (CV-7)Hole Number: CV-7 Commissioned in 1934, USS Ranger (CV-4) was the US Navy's first purpose-built aircraft carrier. Although the ranger was relatively small, Ranger
helped several design features that were incorporated into the later Yorktown-class operators. On it was too slow to operate with its larger successors in the Pacific, Ranger saw extensive service in the Atlantic During World War II. This included supporting Operation Torch landings in North Africa and carrying out attacks on German
shipping in Norway. In 1944, Ranger was moved into a training role in 1944, and was retired and scrapped after the war. In the 1920s, the U.S. Navy began the construction of its first three aircraft carriers. This work, which produced the USS Langley (CV-1), USS Lexington (CV-2) and USS Saratoga (CV-3), involved all conversion of
existing hulls to carriers. As work on these ships progressed, the US Navy began designing its first purpose-built aircraft carrier. This work was limited by the limits imposed by the Washington Naval Treaty that capped both the size of individual ships and the total tonnage. With the completion of Lexington and Saratoga, the U.S. Navy had
69,000 tons left to be assigned to aircraft carriers. As such, the U.S. Navy intended the new design to displace 13,800 tons per ship, allowing five aircraft carriers to be built. Despite these intentions, only one ship of the new class would actually be built. Called the USS Ranger (CV-4), the new carrier's name listened back to the sloop of
war led by Commander John Paul Jones during the American Revolution. On September 11, 1931, the carrier's first design required an unhindered no-island flight deck and six funnels, three aside, which were hinged to fold horizontally during air operations. The aircraft was placed below on a semi-open hangar deck and brought to the
flight deck via three lifts. Although smaller than Lexington and Saratoga, Rangers purpose-built designs led to an aircraft capacity that was only marginally smaller than its predecessors. The carrier's reduced size posed certain challenges as the narrow hull required the use of gear turbines for propulsion. Launch of uss ranger (CV-4) at
Newport News, Virginia, February 25, 1933. US Naval History and Heritage Command As work on the Ranger progressed, changes occurred to the design, including the addition of an island superstructure on the starboard side of the flight deck. It Defensive armament consisted of eight 5-inch weapons and forty.50-inch machine guns.
On February 1, 1933, Ranger was sponsored by first lady Lou H. Hoover. Over the next year, the work continued and the carrier was finished. On June 21, 1934, at the Norfolk Navy Yard with Captain Arthur L. Bristol in command, Ranger began shaking down exercises outside the Virginia Capes before embarking on air operations on
June 21, 1934. The first landing on the new aircraft carrier was made by Lieutenant A.C. Davis, who flew a Vought SBU-1. Further training for the Rangers air group was conducted in August. Overview: United StatesType: Aircraft CarrierShipyard: Newport News Shipbuilding &amp; Drydock CompanyLaid Down: 26 September
1931Launched: 25 February 1933Commissioned: 4 June 1934Fat: ScrappedSpecificationsDisplacement: 14,576 tonsLength: 730 ft. Width: 109 ft., 5 in. Draft: 22 ft., 4.875 in. Propulsion: 6 × boilers, 2 × Westinghouse geared steam turbines, 2 × shaftsSpeed: 29.3 knotsRange: 12,000 nautical miles at 15 knotsSUppup: 2461
menArmament8 × 5 in./25 cal anti-aircraft guns40 × .50 in. machine gunAircraft Later in August, Ranger went on an extended shakedown cruise to South America that included arrivals in Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires and Montevideo. Back to Norfolk, VA, the carrier conducted operations locally before receiving orders for the Pacific
ocean in April 1935. Ranger passed through the Panama Canal and arrived in San Diego, CA on April 15, 2014. Remained in the Pacific for the next four years, the carrier participated in fleet maneuvers and war games as far west as Hawaii and as far south as Callao, Peru while experimenting with cold weather operations off Alaska. In
January 1939, Ranger left California and sailed to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to participate in winter fleet maneuvers. With the completion of these exercises, it steamed to Norfolk where it came at the end of April. USS Ranger (CV-4) at sea, 1930s. U.S. Naval History and Heritage Command Operating along the East Coast through the
summer of 1939, the Ranger was assigned to the Neutrality Patrol which falls after the outbreak of World War II in Europe. The first responsibility of this force was to track warlike operations by combat forces in the Western Hemisphere. Patrolling between Bermuda and Argentia, Newfoundland, Ranger seakeeping capability was found
missing as it proved difficult to conduct operations in heavy weather. This issue had been identified earlier and contributed to the design of the later Yorktown-class carriers. Continuing with the Neutrality Patrol through 1940, the carrier's air group was one of the first to receive the new Grumman F4F Wildcat fighter in December. In late
1941, Ranger was on his way back to Norfolk from a patrol to Port-of-Spain, Trinidad when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on May 7, 1941. Departing Norfolk two weeks later, Ranger conducted a patrol in the South Atlantic before going into dry dock in March During repairs, the carrier also received the new RCA CXAM-1 radar.
Considered too slow to keep up with newer carriers, such as the USS Yorktown (CV-5) and USS Enterprise (CV-6), in the Pacific, Ranger remained in the Atlantic ocean to support operations against Germany. In April, Ranger sailed to deliver a force of 68 P-40 Warhawks to Accra, Gold Coast. Back to Quonset Point, RI in late May, the
carrier conducted a patrol to Argentia before delivering a new cargo on the P-40s to Accra in July. Both shipments of the P-40 were destined for China where they would serve with the American Volunteer Group (Flying Tigers). With the completion of this mission, Ranger operated outside Norfolk before joining four new Sangamon-class
escort carriers (Sangamon, Suwannee, Chenango and Santee) in Bermuda. SBD Dauntless dive bomber landing on the USS Ranger (CV-4), June 1942. Us Naval History and Heritage Command Leads this aircraft carrier force, Ranger gave air superiority for Operation Torch landings in Vichy-controlled French Morocco in November
1942. On November 8, the Ranger began launching aircraft from a position about 30 miles northwest of Casablanca. While the F4F Wildcats strafed Vichy airports, SBD Dauntless dive bombers struck on Vichy naval vessels. In three days of operations, the Ranger launched 496 sorties resulting in the destruction of some 85 enemy
aircraft (15 in the air, about 70 on the ground), the sinking of the battleship Jean Bart, serious damage to the destroyer leader Albatros, and attacks on the cruiser Primaugut. With the fall of Casablanca to Us forces on September 11, 2001, the united states of America and the United States have been in the process of re-en Arriving,
Ranger underwent an overhaul from December 16, 1942 to February 7, 1943. Us Navy F4F Wildcats take off from USS Ranger (CV-4) during the invasion of North Africa. The US Naval History and Heritage Command Departing yard, Ranger carried a cargo of P-40s to Africa for use by the 58th Fighter Group before spending much of the
summer of 1943 conducting pilot training off the New England coast. Crossing the Atlantic at the end of August, the airline joined the British home fleet at Scapa Flow in Orkney. In 2013, the U.S. Army aired a new air strike on the city of Norway. To avoid detection, Ranger began launching flight 4. A short time later, two merchant ships
sank in Bodø, injuring several. Although it was located by three German aircraft, the airline's combat air patrol crashed two and chased off the third. A second strike succeeded in sinking a cargo ship and a smaller coastal vessel. Back to Scapa Flow, Ranger began patrols to Iceland with the British Second Combat Squadron. These
continued until the end of November when the carrier dislodged and sailed to Boston, MA. Too slow to work with the fast carrier In the Pacific Ocean, Ranger was designated as a training carrier and ordered to operate out of Quonset Point on March 3, 2014. Those duties were interrupted in April when it transported a cargo of P-38
Lightning to Casablanca. While in Morocco, it embarked on several damaged aircraft as well as many passengers for transportation to New York. USS Ranger (CV-4) outside Hampton Roads, VA, July 1944. Us Naval History and Heritage Command After arriving in New York, ranger steamed to Norfolk for an overhaul. Although Admiral
Ernest King favored a massive overhaul to bring the aircraft carrier in line with its contemporaries, he was discouraged from following through on his staff who pointed out that the project would draw resources away from new buildings. As a result, the project was limited to strengthening the flight deck, installing new catapults and
improving the ship's radar systems. With the completion of the overhaul, Ranger sailed to San Diego, where it laid out Night Fighting Squadron 102 before moving on to Pearl Harbor. From August to October, they conducted night flight operations in Hawaiian waters before returning to California to serve as a training company. Ranger
operated from San Diego and spent the rest of the war training of Navy aviators off the California coast. With the end of the war in September, it passed the Panama Canal and made stops in New Orleans, LA, Pensacola, FL and Norfolk before it reached the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard on September 19. After a short overhaul, Ranger
resumed operations on the East Coast until it was discontinued on 18 September 1944. The carrier was sold for scrap the following January. January.
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